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scientific self scrutinx.session cancelled

NobelistTemin Clashes with Govt.
Bethesda, MD.
Department of Health and Hwnan Services (HHS), NCI's parIn a stark drama, played out at the White House and at an ent agency. He then wrote Temin a letter, putting lJ.imon
extraordinary meeting at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) notice that the "unauthorized expenditure of federal funds"
here, government officials have muzzled an inquiry into the that convening the meeting would entail ''may expose you and
probity of current scientific practices.
others to various types of liability." The reason cited by
The federal officials cancelled a public meeting at which Astrue for the abrupt cancellation was that a meeting related to
NCI scientific advisors planned to face up to and try to resolve allegations of "misconduct" against Gallo exceeded the
issues of "sharp practice" and "uncolleageality" raised by the subcommittee's "statutory authority." (See text in Box.)
actions of virologist Robert C. Gallo, M.D., in his research on
Astrue ends his letter ominously, telling Temin "I trust I
the AIDS virus.
can count on you to confonn with th.e law ..."
A preeminent virologist, Nobelist Howard M. Temin, Ph.D.
of the University of Wisconsin, - who was awarded the Na- Rump Meeting Held
tional Medal of Science by President Bush at the White House
Nevertheless, as the appointed hour approached, the intrepid
June 23 - then was told to cancel the officially sanctioned virologist was seated at the conference table, seething with
meetinghe wasto conducthere the next day.
anger. Present with Temin were a handful of visibly discomThe body that had scheduled the meeting was the National fited NCI staffers. Also present were several reporters who
Cancer Advisory Board's subcommittee on AIDS. Temin is either had not learned of the cancellation, or who knew; but
chairman.
continued on page 2
The meeting's purpose, NCI had announced in advance, was
"to provide Dr. Gallo a public opportunity to comment on
issues raised over the last several years 011 his laboratory's role
in the discoveryof HIV-I, the AIDS virus. [It) will also provide
lltis letter was hand-deliveredto Temin, right after be was
[NCI officials and advisors) an opportwuty to ask questions
awarded tlteNational Medal of Science by PresidentBush:
regarding [his] laboratory."

HHS

Dr. Gallo Set to Speak
The announcement stipulated that Temin and his colleagues
"will not use the meeting to review the [recent National Institutes of Health) Office of Scientific Integrity report on Gallo
and his co-workers.''. This still controversial report exonerated
Gallo (but not one of his associates) of scientific misconduct in
their quest to be first to publish on the cause of AIDS.
Temi11would not tell reporters who in the Administration
had warned him to cancel the meeting. But he said he was told
the meeting was so threatening that "i t had to be cancelled,"
even though invitations had been out for weeks and au overflow
crowd of researchers, administrators and journalists were expected for the event, which was to be held in an NCI executive
conference room IJ.ighover the huge campus here.
One official who acknowledges talking to - and warning
Temin is Michael J. Astrue, Esq., general cow1sel for tl1e

s Warning Letter

Dear Dr. Temin,
This letter Is to reiterate my oral advice to you, which ls
that the meeting that you have scheduled for tomorrow to
review matten relating to allegations of misconduct against
Dr. Robert Gallo exceeds the statutory authority of your
committee, and therefore must be cancelled.
If you have any questions about this advice, I would
be happy to review the matter with you. You need to
be aware that unauthorized expenditure of federal funds
may expose you and others to various types of liability.
I have reviewed this matter with Secretary [Louis]
Sullivan, who concurs that this meeting should not take
place at this time .... I trust I can count on you to
conform with the law.
Sincerely,
Michael J. Astrue, General Counsel
Dept. of Health & Human Services

© 1992, David Zimmerman. Inc.

Virologist Angrily Defends Free Speech and Scientific Inquiry
''I have cancelled this meeting. But, before adjourning it, I would just like to draw not conclusions about free speech which may be the most appropriate thing today - but I would like to wonder about why ... a meeting to find out what the
NCI ... could do about sharp practice [in science] was so threatening and illegal that it ... bad to be cancelled ... .
"Unfortunately, sharp practice is widespread in science, often successful, and hard to prevent or correct ....
''No consensus exists on whether or not it should be publicly punished, and, if so, on what the punishment should be . My
feeling is that we must punish misconduct, but that all we can do is to deplore sharp practice as much as we can, and try to
teach young scientists that these things are not appreciated and are not helpful to science .'' - HowardTemin,Ph.D.

Clash. ..
continued from preceding page
knew, too, that it might be worthwhile to show up anyway.
They were not disappointed. At 2 pm, Tem in cal led "w hat
would have been" the AIDS subcommittee to order; one other
member waspresent - and said nothing. Dr. Gallo was not there.
Extemporizing from the text of remarks he had plrumed for
the sanctioned meeting , Temin praised the Gallo lab for its
extraordinary retroviral research (including AIDS), and then
raised the issue of what he cal led "sharp practice" - includ-

to set the record straight."
The prospect of Gallo using the Temin subcommittee as a rare
pub lic forum had enraged officials of the Pasteur Institute, in
Paris, who have accused Gal lo and the U.S. government of lying
and cheating on their patenting agreement for the AIDS blood
test; the royalties now are split 50-50. Pasteur wants all.

Lawyer Explains

To what extent the meeting cancellation reflected this international conflict, and to what extent it reflects other agendas, is not
wholly clear. l-IBS's Astrue, reached by phone reiterated that
SharpPractice: is defined in Webster's 2 as "Dealing
Temin's agenda was illegal:
in which advantage is taken or sought unscrupulously;
"Congress has delegated authority to conduct misconduct-intrickery."
scie nce investigations to the OSI." He added:
"A dvisory committees don't have statutory authority to coning ''rudeness,'' lack of willingness to share viral cultures ru1d duct this kind of investigation.''
He cited the Federal Register notice of the cancelled meetother lab discoveries, and the demand for co-author ship in
exchange for specimens - all charges brought against Gallo. ing, published June 10. It says: " Disc~ions will address
He dec lined to say whether he thought Gallo engaged in issues related to scientific perfonnance and conduct of [Gallo's]
such practices, or indicate what resolution - if any - his laboratory ... in the discovery of HIV-I."
subcommittee might have come up with, had they convened as
###
scheduled. But he said, sarcastically, "A soc iety like the U.S.
with its S & L scandals and dirty politics may not be one to Science recently has been admonished by a blue ribbon panel of
expect that scientists and science not have sharp practices.''
the National Academy of Scien ce/Nat ional Research Council
Temin finished his statement, and adjoumed the meeting (NAS/NRC) to set its own house in order with respect to
''in accordance with directions from General Counsel Astrue.''
misconduct - which is agreed to be rare - and also with
Answering reporters' questions in the corridor outside, he said regard to the less serious uncollegial behavior that Temin
the White House act ion bad been "ve rydisturbi11g" and "rude describes vivid ly as sha,p practices and scientific rndeness.
and insulting.'' He added:
Whatever else his cancelled meeting might have been, it was
"This does not give me a lot of confidence in the govern- highly responsive to the NAS/NRC mandate, and public and
ment, and in the importance of science in this government."
political interest in a bellwether case . He was offering just the
Asked why the administration bad stopped the meeting, kind of oversight the critics of science, both within and outside
Temin said he "could speculate" but "wouldn't."
of the scientific establishment, have advocated.
He went on to note, however, tl1at the Gallo inquiries now too many to list - have gone on and on over many years.
No major charge has been proved.

Closure Sought
"Misconduct is very important. But it's also very irnportru1t
that things get finished," he said.
So, he suggested, the cancelled meeting was 311 effort to move
toward closure - a hope Dr. Gallo appears to have shared.
His lawyer, Joseph N. Onek, told the Washington Times
(June 24) that Gallo was '' extraordinari ly disappointed'' by the
cance llation. ''Dr. Gal lo prepared an extremely powerful statement and was prepared to present documents that were never
seen before ," the lawyer said. "He welcomed the opportunity
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Judge Finds A Possible New 'Fraud'
In Tobacco 'Special Projects' Dept.
In the legal wake of the Cipollone case, new - and damning
- evidence is being brought to light which suggests that the
tobacco industry and its scientific and public relations advisors
used a concealed "special projects" team to hide the truth
about tobacco's risks from the public. This effort was hidden
behind a puportedJy independent scientific effort to find and tell
the truth about smoking.
The evidence, according to U.S. District Judge H. Lee
Sarokin, who presided over Cipollone, is in newly revea led
tobacco industry docwnents. He writes, in a recent decision,
that the papers constitute prima facie evidence of fraud allegations brought in a new case (Rossi v. Liggett, et al.) filed in his.
New Jersey District Federal Court, in Newark.
The decision may be significant for tobacco suit plaintiffs in
light of the Supreme Court ruling late last month that federa lly
mandated warnings on cigarette packages do not exe mpt tobacco companies from liability under state law. Plaintiffs must
show that the companies concea led or lied about facts that they
knew showed that tobacco was hannful, or breached their legal
duty not to deceive their customers.
The Supreme Court's June 24 ruling also pennits lawsuits
alleging a conspiracy among cigarette manufactur ers to misrepresent or conceal the truth about smoking and health - and it is
just such a fraudulent misrepresentation that Rossi's lawyers
claim is in the CTR docwnent. Judge Sarokin agrees.
The Cipolloneand Rossi cases are related in that both plaintiffs' heirs are represented by Short Hills, N.J., attorneys Marc
Z. Edell and Cynth ia A. Walters. Asked by phone if the
docwnents sought under Rossi wou ld help in the anticipated
third Cipollonetrial, and other tobacco damage suits, Walters
replied:
"Absolutely!"
Based on Judge Sarokin's order, she said, the CTR documentsmay be "more frank" than other docwnentary evidence
brought to light thus far. The Cipollone case established that
tobacco companies knew smoking's hazards, yet sought to
create public doubt about this risk. This was done through
deceptive ads, public relat ions, and other activities of a trade
association, the Tobacco Institute, and a supposedly independent organization, also created by the industry, cal led the Cow1cil for Tobacco Research (CTR); its office is in New York.

Testimony Is Recalled
"As Rose Cipollone testified in deposition before she died,"
Judge Sarokin writes in his recent ruling, ''the tobacco industry
advertisements which held out the CTR as an independent
scientific body that had yet to link cigarette smoking to cancer
afforded addicted smokers like [her] a convenient excuse to
continue smoking, despite contrary reports linkin g smoking to
cancer." The ad campaign "served to create doubt in the
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minds of the consumer as to smoking and its dangers , and
played on the weaknesses of those who were either addicted
and/or dependent.''
The tobacco industry set up CTR in 1954 (initially under
another name), at the recommendation of its public relations
firm, Hill and Knowlton. The industry maintained, in ads, that
CTR was an "independent research" body examining "all
aspects of tobacco use and health.''
The CTR, it said , was
directed by a scientific advisory board that "has full authority
and responsibility for policy, development and direction of the
research effort."

Hidden Activities Revealed
The new evidence, first hinted at in Cipollone testimony,
shows that CTR had both an overt side, which was to fool the
public by saying the scientific case against smoking remained
open, and also a covert side. Its "special projects" were
designed to conceal damning evidence against cigarettes and
assist tobacco 's legal defense, the judge says.
Attorneys for the Rossi estate obtained a few CTR documents that suggest this covert role, and have petitioned the
courts to get 1,500 more. They claim that a ''sub-fraud'' in
CTR's covert work contributed to tobacco's larger fraud of
knowingly deceiving Rossi - and the general public -about
the scientific case against smoking.
Liggett and the other tobacco companies that are defendants
in the suit resisted release of these documents, saying they are
exempt from disclosure because they are attorney -client commw1ications and work-product documents, both of which are
privileged. The plaint iffs cite a "crime /fraud" exemption to
this privilege. Judge Sarokin dealt with the matter on appeal,
after a lower judge, agreeing with the tobacco companies, said
only a handful of the 1,500 documents must be turned over to
the Rossi lawyers.

Science Resisted Two Ways
Beyond the legal issue of whether fraud was being committed, this litigation is of particular public concern because the
overt side of CTR was using science in a spurious and deceptive
way to calm smokers' fears, while the covert side may have
been trying to obfuscate the scientific record.
None of this is very surprising. What is shock ing is that this
alleged dual deception appears to have continued for so long,
and that only costly and painstaking legal discovery bas begun
to bring it to light.
The depth of the alleged deception also is noteworthy:
One industry docwnent contains notes of a meeting, transmitted by a law firm in 1981, in which a participant says:
''When we started the CTR Special Projects, the idea was
continued on next page
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Judge...
continued from preceding page
that the scientific director of CTR wou ld review a project. Ifhe
liked it, it was a CTR special project. Jfhe didn't like it, then it
became a lawy ers' special project.''
This speaker goes on to say with regard to one such project:
" ... tWe] were afraid of discovery for the FTC [Federal Trade
Commission] ... [We] wanted to protect it under the lawyers.
We did not want it out in the open."
Judge Sarokin writes:
"In this court's opinion, no evidence could be more damning. These minutes explicitly acknow ledge that the supposedJy
'independent' scientific director of [the] CTR channe lled research into 'special projects' for litigation efforts. But even
more distuibing is defendants' announced practice of using the
'spec ial projects' division ... to shie ld damaging research results from the public and the FTC."

CTR Is Industry 'Shield'
In another document, an individual named Bill Shum is
quoted as saying CTR "was set up as an industry 'shie ld' ....
CTR has helped our legal counsel by giving advice and technical information, which was needed at court trials. CTR has
provided spokesmen for the industry at Congressional hearings ...''
This account goes on to say that CTR served as a "front,"
and adds this infonnation on CTR's overt role:
"A very interesting point, made by Bill Shinn, is the
opposition's [position that] 'the case is closed with regard to
smoking and disease.' . .. It is extremely important that the
industry continue to spend their dollars on research to show
that we don't agree that the case against smoking is closed ....
There is a 'CTR basket' which must be maintained for 'PR'
purposes.''
Based on these "admissions," Judge Sarokin says in his
decision, last February, "t here is prima facie evidence that
defendants were engaged in an ongoing fraud, and that defendants obtained attorney assistance in furtherance of that fraud
through the use of [CTR's] special projects division. "

Tobacco Companies Object
The cigarette companies, through their lawyers, have resisted disclosur e of the CTR documents, saying:
'' It is not enough for plaintiff merely to allege that CTR was
used for fraudulent purposes, and then conclude ... that 'hence
all attorney involvement in CTR was in furtherance of that
fraud and not subject to the privilege' .... Plaintiff must provide
evidence that these communications ... were in furtherance of
the alleged crime or fraud. Plaintiff adduced no [such] evidence at all ... "
Judge Sarokin, having rejected this argument, appointed a
special assistant to review all 1,500 of the documents, and
decide which ones can be released to the plaintiff, Rossi.
A spokesman for CTF declined to comment because the
matter is under litigat ion.
"No comment at all - that's all I can tell you," he said.
The tobacco compan ies have appealed Judge Saroki11'sruling. A decision is expected shortly.
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Do The Animal

We continue to be puzzled about whether the leaders of the
Animal Rights Movement understand scientific material.
Do they understand it and then misrepresent it to their followers? Or, do they distort it because they simply don 't understand it? Or, as True Believers, do they deceive themselves
about what they have read?
A case in point: At an April 24 demonstration against U.S.
Surgical Corp. (USSC), in Norwalk, Conn., the Friends of
Animals (FoA) president, Priscilla Feral cited a recent study in
the Journal of Trauma(vol. 32, no. 2, 1992). The study, FoA
says, confirms the "cruelty and waste" of experiments on dogs
using stapling devices.
''The results of this experiment help illustrate our point that
the thousands of dogs ki lled to train USSC's sales force have
died for no purpose," Feral said. (See PROBE, June).
TI1e FoA news release quotes a concluding paragraph of the
technical report in Trauma,which says:
"We have not demonstrated that such commercially available skin staplers can be safely used in similar injuries in
humans. In fact, because the wall thickness of most of the
human gastrointestina l tract is much less than that of dogs , we
crumot advocate the use of presently available single-staple
placement devices.''
It is ironic, of course, that FoA quotes a scientific study - in
which 18dogs were used and then euthanized - to make their
point. The report is precisely the type of science that they say
they abhor - and denow1ce as useless!
Unfortunately FoA's interpretation of the Traumareport is
wrong.
The study was performed at Iowa Methodist Medical Center,
in Des Moines, by anatomist David L. Dawson, Ph.D., and his
co-workers , including surgeons. They were seeking better
ways to treat shotgun wounds to the human midsection; at a

FoA Official
Denounces
Anti-semitism
The education director of Friends of Animals (FoA),
Luther Carter, phoned us on June 22, to comment on
our special report on animal rights and anti-semitism in
the June PROBE. Mr. Carter said:
"FoA doesn't like anti-semitism. We don't do it.
We don't support it in any way, shape or form."
He added that to the best of his knowledge none of
the anonymous anti-semitic letters sent to United States
Surgical Corp. CEO Leon Hirsch that we excerpted
came from FoA members.
Efforts to reach FoA president Priscilla Feral for
comment prior to publication of our story were unsuccessful ; she did not return our calls.

Probe

Activists Understand Science?
range of IOto 20 feet a shotgun blast will pepper the abdomen
with from 50 up to 150 of the gut-puncturing metal pellets.

Repair Necessary
Each tiny such wound must be found and closed - a painstaking and time-consuming process - or leakage of intestinal
content into the abdomen may start a systemic infection. TI1ese
infections can be lethal.
The standard repair method is to find and sew closed each
pellet hole. The Iowa researchers say that in recent cases
"suture repair of the perforations was the most time-conswn ing
and technically demanding phase of the operation.''
In their experiment, on anesthetized dogs, pellet-like puncture wow1ds were made in the 18 animals' intestines with an
awl. Half of the 458 wounds then were closed with sutures.
The other half were closed with a one-staple-at-a-time skin
stapler made by USSC.
This device was not, however, the surgical stapler for intestinal repair that USSC demonstrates on dogs, which FoA objects
to; it sets four dozen stap les at a time in a circular pattern. It is,
rather, a much simpler device, intended for use on hwnan skin.
These are key distinctions - as will be seen below.

Staples Are Faster
A week after the fake shotgun injuries were made, and then
repaired, the dogs were anesthetized; the treated areas of gut
were removed; and the dogs were killed. Comparison of the
two wound closure methods in the surgical specimens showed
both were effective. But placing the staples was 12 times
faster: 1.25 seconds, average, per pellet wound for the staples,
compared to 15.9 seconds for the sutures.
This could translate into a 12- to 36-minute time saving for a
trauma surgeon called out to treat a shotgw1 blast victim, the
authors say. In surgery, faster tends to be safer. What is
more, the stapling took less manipulation of the intestines
than the suturing - which also could reduce leakage and
hence infection.
The lowans thus were quite pleased with their result:
" We have demonstrated tl1atthe use ofa stapling device that
fires single staples ... could be effect ively used to repair gastrointestinal tract perforations.''

GutThicknesses Different
They go on to say, as FoA correctly quotes them, that the
hwnan skin stapler that worked well on dog intestines, "cannot'' be advocated for use on human intestine, which is thinner
than dogs'. Hence they did not prove that "commercially
available skin staplers can be safely used in similar [intestinal]
injuries in humans.''
But: having shown that the method is effective, the surgeons
say the wu-esolved issue is one of finding and testing another
existing skin stapler that uses shorter staples, which would be
the right length for pellet wow1ds in human gut. "Alternatively," they say, "we advocate the design ofa device that, like
skin staplers, would fire individual staples with a similar ...
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configuration, but with a les.ser crown length to conform to the
anatomic characteristics of the bu.man gastrointestinal tract.''
In short, the dog experiment worked; it partially validated
the method; and it justified human trials using a reconfigured
stapler and/or shorter staples.
FoA thus has turned a discussion of what size staple to use
when translating this successful animal experiment to hwnan
use into a condemnation of animal studies as useless and
wrong.
###

We phoned Dr. Dawson, in Des Moines, to check our reading,
and FoA's reading of his group's findings. Dawson told us,
interestingly, that he had been prompted to conduct the study in
dogs by anecdotal reports from young surgeons that the skin
staplers already were being used - despite the absence of
scientific data - to close patients' intestinal buckshot wounds.
''Our intent was to demonstrate that skin staplers could be used
in that mode," he said.
Tite cautionary paragraph, cited by FoA, was strongly written, Dawson agreed, both to discow-age surgeons from using
available outsize devices, and also to encourage surgical suppliers to produce an appropriately-scaled model for humans.
Anatomist Dawson said he agrees with FoA that results from
one species cannot be applied "directly" to another. "I think
you've got to have a cautionary note," he said.
The dog study showed that a correctly-configured device
may be useful in bu.mans, he said.
Asked if he agreed with FoA's assessment that stapling
experiments are worthless, he replied:
"I would certainly not say that it is worthless science ."

PatientsAre Murdered
For Organs- 'Lancet'
Prosecutors in Lujan, Argentina, outside Buenos Aires, are
looking into charges that patients at a psychiatric hospital have
been murdered to obtain tissues and organs for transplant. The
hospital is the Montes de Oca Institute, according to Lancet
(May 2, pp. 1102-3), which published the report.
"It is possible, and probable, that parts of patients' bodies,
especially blood, bones, and corneas, have been sold by members of the staff, and that patients might have been killed for the
purpose," Lancet's correspondent, Mariano N. Castex, reports.
"However, these allegations have yet to be proved in court."
Because of collusion between the Argentine government and
the judicial system, Castex writes, ferreting out the truth about
the several allegations - including the disappearance of child
patients - may require an investigation by an independent,
international medical group. It would need fuU access to all
sources of information.
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NIH Offers a Quick Dip Into ChaosIn an admirably infonnative effort, the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) conducted a public workshop here in June on
''The Head and the Heart of Chaos.'' Toe agency invited
"generally well-infonned, interested observer(s)who may be
enthusiastic,confusedor skeptical'' about chaos' relevance for
biomedicalresearch, and are "interested in learningmore."
We accepted this invitation. Several hundred others did,
too, most of them scientistsor doctors.
Experts described the links between the mathematical and
computational disciplines that have developed chaos theory
and other so-calleddynamicor non-linearsystems,on the one
hand, and biological research that may draw on this work, on
the other. Of particular interest, in these tight money times,
was the question of whether chaos can offer clinicians new
tools to care for their patients; the answer, based on one dramatic example from Harvard, is a resoundingyes! (See story,
below.)
We learned two quick and useful facts:
What does one call chaos experts? Answer: chaotians- it
rhymeswith Laotians (whose nation hasappropriatelyfractalshapedcoastlineborders!)

Chaos Has Order
The second more recondite fact is that the word chaos, as
these scientists use it, is a misnomer: In ordinary parlance,
chaosmeans chaos,which means randomnessand disorder. To
chaotians,however, chaos means almost the opposite: a determined and ordered physical array or sequence of events. But
with this critical distinction:
Chaotic systems and the closely-related fractal shapes are
non-linear. This means they cannot be described or analyzed
using scientists' customarymathematicaltools, such as algebra
and geometry. Chaos defies this standardmath.

Can
Chaotians
Prevent
Sudden
Death?
Page6

New and extraordinary systems and skills, including vast
numbers,and the cnmching of huge data sets using innovative
programs, are needed to describe the chaotic phenomena, like
heart beat changes, and fractal arrayssuch as the branchingof
the coronary vessels or bronchial tree. So demanding is this
effort, in fact, that one point the workshop made clear is that
non-linearresearchin biology (and medicine)requiresthe paired
skillsof bothmathematiciansand biologists: Neither discipline
alone seems capable of handling both sides of the equation.

Importance IsWeighed
A keynotespeaker, psychiatristFrederickK. Goodwin, M.D.,
who is chief of the National Institute of Mental Health, set a
provocative tone for the gathering. He said there now have
been three great advances in mathematics and physics in this
century: Einstein's theory of relativity; quantwn mechanics,
and, more recently, chaos and other non-linear theories.
This assessment was sharply challenged, as exaggerated.
Many words were expended on whether chaos represents a
"paradigm shift" in scientific understanding,or, rather, is of
lesser import. No conclusion was reached. But it was agreed
that at this early stage, these systemsare embodied in difficult,
grungy constructs- and much work must be done to see how
high they will soartoward conceptual grace.
The technicaldefinitionsof chaos beg many questions. One
trait is that these systems respond disproportionatelyto stimuli.
Our own first - and we hope illustrative - encounter with
chaos, came years ago, in the guise of a sandbox toy:
This plaything was a metal replica of a gravel yard hopper:
an open-top box with inward tapering walls, and a narrow
opening at the bottom through which a thin streamof sand
would run when sand was shovelled in at the top. Below this
opening, tiny buckets were mounted on a ferris-wheel like

Bethesda
Everyminute,an Americandies suddenly
of cardiac arrest. Doctors have been
frustratedin their efforts to foretell these
fataleventsand interveneto preventthem.
In a few dozen,and maybe as many as
a few hundred of these fatal cases, the
victim waswearinga portableelectrocardiographic(ECG)recordingdevice called
a Holter monitor when he or she died.
Surprisingly,these Holter ECG tracings
showvery strong,steadyheart beats up to
the very moment when the beat fails - a
conditioncalledventricularfibrillationcausing death.
Harvard cardiologist Ary L.
Goldberger, M.D., has looked at these
tracings in a differentway. He analyzed
the beat-to-beatvariations in these final
minutesand discovered:
There was virtually no beat-to-beat

variation. These hearts beat onward very
steadily right up to the sudden end.
But, when Dr. Goldberger analyzed
controls - healthy hearts in normal
people - he reported at the NIH Chaos
Workshop here, he found continuousirregularbeat-to-beatchangesin heart rate.
These changes could be measured even
in rest periods, when there were no apparent external sources of perturbation.

DisequilibriumIs Natural
These variations appear not to reflect
any overriding system or structure, Dr.
Goldberger explained later, in a phone
interview from Boston. Rather, he said,
they appear to be temporal.fractals:complex, scale-free (non-linear) frequency
changes that provide not an underlying
rhythm of life, but rather a dynamic underlying a"hymicity.

Probe

Medical Opportunities Are Foreseen
frame. As the sand stream filled one bucket, the wheel was
supposed to revolve to bring a new bucket into the sand stream.
When buckets reached the bottom of the wheel's rotation,
upside down, they dwnped their loads, and were supposed to
continue back on up for re-filling.
The idea of the toy- and its attraction to a youthful player
- was to pour sand into the hopper at just the right rate to
move the wheel around at a satisfyingly controlled speed: This
was an exercise in early mastery of the work world, based on
intuitingsimple, linear rules, such as 'The faster the sand flows in
at the top, the faster the wheel turns below." By implication, a
steady state of motion should have been achievable for the wheel.
But it wasn't. The wheel would speed up and then buck, or
move backwards. Or tt would twn - but only erratically- and
again quickly freeze. This operator felt fiustration,not mastery.

PerturbationsAre Problem
The problem, in retrospect- and in light of chaos theorywas that too many variable forces were engaged. More important, tiny perturbations - a few grains of sand too many, or too
few, or perhaps a slight bend in the wheel's axle, or a tiny tilt in
the toy on the ground, frustrated successful operation. The toy
defied the intuited linear logical systems- that produce the
comfortable cause and effect systems on which most work and
play are based, such as, "Stepping down on the gas pedal drives
the car faster."
The sandbox example, however, should not be seen as
trivializing the importance - or scope - of chaotic systems.
Quite the contrary!
Chaotia.nssay many major natural phenomena -turbulence
in water was one of the first they studied can only be
described using these systems.
The focus at NIH's workshop was human physiology, where
This suggests,he told the Chaos Workshop, that perturbation and disequilibriwn
are the naturalstate, not homeostasis. In
this view, it is the loss of this physiologic
"wiggli11ess,"as it gives way to a disturbed and rigidly fixed beat, that is the
harbinger and perhaps even a contributing cause of sudden death.
The continuous variations in heart rate
- from perhaps 40 to 180 beats per minutes - that underline nonnal life appear
to be mediated, at least in part, by the
involuntary nervous system, Dr.
Goldberger explained. In patients with
transplanted hearts, which are not connected to the nervous system, the heart
beat is similarly steady. (But it is important to note that this steadiness, in itself,
appears not to be fatal, since many heart
recipients survive many years with transplants).
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Harvard cardiologist Ary L. Goldberger, M.D., described several vital functions of the cardiovascular system that "defy
explanations in terms of traditional (linear) mechanisms.''
Based on his work, and others', some of the most basic
continued on next age

Hypotheses
Physiologists we are not. But:
Chaotians' descriptions of dynamic irregularity as normal - and of repetitive regularity as abnormal - remind
us of the cwrent epidemic of repetitive motion injury. Data
pwich operators have been stricken, as have chicken pluckers, assembly line workers and others who perfonn simple,
rapid, and repetitive operations during their working days.
Some of our journalist colleagues are suffering significant
nerve pain and disability from these work injuries.
In lawsuits, they blame their distress on word processor
keyboard makers and the newspapers where they use these
machines - and they may well be right. But we wonder,
too, if their rapid, sometimes obsessive, typing motions
might be overriding a normal, chaotic- and thus protective
- disequilibrium in fingertip function. This steady state, as
with the lock-step heartbeat preceding sudden death, may
be dangerous, or, at least, a prelude to danger.
The cure, then, which keyboard manufacturers may already be exploring would be to build resistance into the
keyboard to interrupt sufferers' repetitive work patterns. To
be successful, of course - and this may be why previous
such bufferings may have failed - these resistances would
have to be driven by random, or chaotic ptograms so zealous workers could not anticipate and override them.

''The mechanism that controls heart
rate may be intrinsically chaotic," Dr.
Goldberger and colleagues have written
(Sci. American, Feb. 1990, (pp. 42-49).
"TI1e ... rate may fluctuate ... rather than
relaxing into a homeostatic,steady state."
They add:
''This plasticity allows systems to cope
with the exigencies of an unpredictable
and changing environment.''
The clinical challenge - perhaps the
first opportunity to apply chaotic analysis
to patient care - is to see if Holter monitors can be programmed to detect the onset of a lock-step fixed heart rate, sound
an alarm, and automatically medicate the
patient.
Dr. Goldberger brought this proposal
to the NIH Chaos Workshop. It won strong
endorsement from the attendees.
TI1e first step, he said, is to set up an

NIH-sponsored national repository of the
dead end Holter tapes. The formation of
this data bank, he said, might motivate
cardiologists who possess these rare tracings to share them for research.

Data Bank Proposed
He said some 200 such tapes may be
enough to determine if real-time chaotic
analysis can be programmed into a
Holter-like device to detect and forestall
sudden death. (Similar monitors, implanted in the body, already are in use to
detect and correct cardiac arrhythmias
with drugs.)
A cardiologist colleague - and fellow chaotian - Morton F. Arnsdorf,
M.D., of the University of Chicago, said:
"If Dr. Goldberger can predict ventricular fibrillation in the clinical arena,
this becomes a big deal!"
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ideas about how life is organized may now be radically
changed. Homeostasisis one of them.
This concept is attributed to the French physiologist Claude
Bernard, who died in 1878, and the 20th century U.S. physiologist Walter B. Cannon. It holds that a human or other
living body normal ly is in, or wi ll seek, a state of equilibrium, or balance. Imbalances, due to injury, illness or other
causes are abnormal. The body's underlying homeostatic
mechanisms operate to restore this balance.
Chaotian Goldberger and others are saying, quite to the
contrary, that imbalance - an wieven and dynamic state,
discernjbJe in cardjac, respiratory and other functional tracings - is normal. These systems are not random or disor-

dered - otherwise the heart always would be at momentary
risk of fatal arrythmia - which it is not. The life forces they
depict operate in complex, irregular and wiggly ways - not
in a straight line. The straight line, wruch physiologist Bernard would read as nonnal is in Goldberge r's reading redefined as abnonna/ .
Such is chaos!
Many of the phenomena scientists try to describe - and
find rules to exp lain - can't be encompassed by linear logic
or even comp lex linear mathematical equations. But some of
these conundrums do seem to be comprehended by the substanti vely different non-linear systems, ofwruch chaos is just
one such construct. So there is motivation among biologists,
and now also among a few physicians, to explore whether
these systems are useful for analytic purposes, and perhaps
also for operative purposes - designing experiments, answering questions, treating patients - as well.
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